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Polypeptoids: a model system to study the eﬀect of
monomer sequence on polymer properties and
self-assembly
Adrianne M. Rosales,*a Rachel A. Segalmanab and Ronald N. Zuckermannbc
As the ability to control the monomer sequence of synthetic polymers increases, new relationships between
sequence, polymer structure, and functional properties are being discovered. Recent advances in the
sequence control of traditional copolymers, such as polyethylenes and polystyrenes, have led to well
controlled primary structures ranging from periodic to more precise sequences. As a result, this
unprecedented control in the chemical structure of the polymer has necessitated a reexamination of the
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role of monomer sequence on polymer properties, such as crystallization and self-assembly. In this review,
we summarize the developments in establishing a relationship between a polymer’s sequence and its
properties, and we focus on one sequence-speciﬁc polymer system in particular: N-substituted glycines, or
polypeptoids. Polypeptoid self-assembly has demonstrated remarkably tunable, hierarchical structures, and
through this lens, we look to the future “designability” of sequence-speciﬁc polymers in general.

Introduction
Control of polymer properties and self-assembly has advanced
rapidly in the past two decades. As the ability to create complex
structures on smaller length scales (!5–10 nm) has increased,
control over the molecular architecture of the corresponding
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polymer has also increased to more precise levels. Ultimately,
the limit of this monomer sequence control has already been
dened by nature – biological polymers, such as polypeptides,
exhibit an intricate relationship between an exact amino acid
sequence, precisely folded structure, and functional properties.
Recent trends in research have shown a plethora of applications
for materials with such atomic resolution, particularly in
applications where selectivity is extremely important, such as
sensors,1 biomaterials,2,3 and water purication membranes.4
Yet, it is reasonable to assume that biological polymers will not
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Fig. 1 Relative degree of sequence complexity, ranging from statistical random
copolymers to sequence-speciﬁc biological polymers.

completely satisfy all of these material requirements or that
such complexity may be unnecessary. In fact, sequence-dened
synthetic polymers with some intermediate level of sequence
complexity represent a new class of materials.
As shown in Fig. 1, synthetic copolymers range in the
complexity of their sequence distributions from statistically
random to exactly monodisperse, and they therefore range in the
importance of sequence to their structure-dependant function.
For example, diblock copolymers have a relatively minimal degree
of monomer sequence control where the variation in composition
is on the order of tens of residues, but they self-assemble into
well-dened nanostructures in the bulk and in solution on the
supramolecular (10 nm) length scale.5 Furthermore, this phase
behavior can be predicted6 and controlled.7 As block polymers
increase in complexity (through the number and type of diﬀerent
blocks), the ability to predict phase behavior decreases. For
example, diblocks form just four specic geometries, but triblocks
have the potential to form up to thousands of various morphologies, not all of which have been predicted.8 Likewise, polymers
with sequence complexities far beyond block architectures, such
as those found in proteins, form intricately folded conformations
that are diﬃcult to predict. The motivation to do so, however, lies
in capturing their structural precision and functionality on a
much smaller (!1 nm) length scale. Approaching this type of
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sophistication in the structure of synthetic polymers oﬀers a route
to advanced materials for the applications mentioned above.
Some stepwise-synthesized non-natural molecules have already
shown intramolecular folding into a dened structure, but in
practice, these “foldamers”9–11 have been oligomeric in nature and
therefore not robust as materials on their own. How this type of
sequence control extends to polymeric materials and their properties and self-assembly is therefore a rapidly growing research
area, especially as synthetic advancements make more sequencedened polymers available.
One such sequence-specic system that continues to
contribute insight to the sequence–property relationship is the
polypeptoid system. Polypeptoids (or N-substituted glycines)
have emerged as a class of materials that are particularly
interesting for polymer physics studies due to their ease of
synthesis, chemical diversity, ability to form secondary structures, and biological relevance. They may be synthesized in both
sequence-dened (stepwise) or statistical (chain growth) fashions, enabling rigorous studies probing sequence eﬀects on
properties. Because the N-substitution of the peptoid backbone
precludes hydrogen bond donors, polypeptoids also exhibit
tractable thermal and solution properties. This lack of backbone hydrogen bonding is also an advantage for the design of
self-assembling materials with hierarchical structure because it
allows the explicit introduction of interactions through the side
chains, thereby leading to structures with a range of stabilities
(beyond that of hydrogen bonds). Thus, polypeptoids oﬀer a
new class of sequence-dened, structured materials.
In this review article, we summarize recent eﬀorts toward the
sequence control of synthetic polymers and the eﬀect that
sequence control has shown on polymer properties and selfassembly. This sets the stage for how polypeptoids are uniquely
situated as a system to contribute insight to the sequence–
property relationship, as well as serve as a platform for new
materials with hierarchical structure.

Polymer sequence control
In order to probe the eﬀect of monomer sequence on polymer
properties, one needs excellent synthetic control over the addition
of monomers into the polymer chain. Traditional solid-phase
synthesis methods have aﬀorded this type of control, although
both batch sizes and yields have been too small to enable larger
scale materials studies. In addition, these methods have been
limited to short chain lengths (<50 monomers), which may not
always be appropriate for a given application. Fortunately, recent
research has seen a vast acceleration of developments in the
sequence control of synthetic polymers. Broadly, approaches to
sequence control t into three areas: harnessing the cellular
machinery to modify biological polymer backbones or side
chains, exploiting the kinetics of conventional polymerizations,
and building non-natural polymers via solid phase synthesis.
Modication of biological synthesis
One strategy for the sequence control of synthetic polymers is to
engineer existing biosynthetic methods to include non-natural
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molecules. In nature, the cell creates polypeptides during the
process of translation. Researchers have adapted this process to
the laboratory using recombinant genes, enabling the production of large (gram scale) batch sizes of monodisperse, designed
peptide sequences.12–14 As one way toward achieving nonnatural functionalities, a plethora of non-natural amino acids
have been successfully incorporated into polypeptide chains,
thereby expanding the side-chain diversity for these systems. A
thorough review of these methods is found elsewhere.15,16
Engineering this synthetic process to create polymers with nonpeptidic backbones has proven to be a more diﬃcult task
because nature has optimized the ribosome and transfer RNAs
(tRNAs) to work with the amino acid construct. However, it has
been shown that certain non-natural monomers can be polymerized, especially those with similar spacing and chemistry to
amino acids.17–20 For example, Ohta and coworkers developed a
“exizyme” system to charge t-RNAs with a-hydroxy acids,
yielding ha-tRNAs (Fig. 2). The codons that call specic tRNAs
can be reassigned to these non-natural tRNAs, leading to the
production of polyesters.17,18 Recently, similar approaches have
led to other non-natural backbones such as N-methyl peptides,19
and polypeptoids.20 Optimization of these systems is underway,
as they currently suﬀer from short chain lengths and low yields.
The biological synthesis of polynucleotides has provided
inspiration for the synthesis of sequence-dened non-natural
polymers. Biosynthesis of polynucleotides occurs via templatedirected synthesis, where a mother polymer provides a template
for a complementary daughter polymer consisting of complementary monomers in a dened sequence. To increase chemical diversity, the four natural nucleic acids have been
chemically modied to create a large library of functional
moieties.21 In addition, polynucleotides with modied backbones have also been synthesized,22,23 such as peptide nucleic
acids24 and threose nucleic acids.25 Importantly, the general
concept for using a template to direct the assembly of monomer
units has been adapted to a variety of synthetic polymers.26–30

Fig. 2 Ribosomal synthesis of polyesters using genetic reprogramming via the
“ﬂexizyme” system. Reproduced from ref. 17, with permission from Elsevier.
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For example, aniline monomers were linked to a duplex DNA
template, which was then treated with hydrogen peroxide and
horseradish peroxidase to polymerize the anilines.28 Novel,
DNA-free templates have also been designed to direct the
polymerization of methacrylate/acrylate systems (using a
naphthalene template, Fig. 3)29 and styrene/4-vinyl-pyridine
systems (using a palladium template)30 into repeating sequence
motifs. In these systems, the template was removed aer polymerization, yielding sequence-controlled copolymers of high
molecular weight but also high polydispersities.
The advantage of adapting templated syntheses to nonnatural polymers is that compatibility with cellular components
is not necessary. However, one must create a template with the
desired sequence motif. In addition, it can be diﬃcult to control
the reaction, leading to large polydispersities. More conventional polymerizations, such as step-growth or chain-growth
methods, can exert better control over polydispersity, and
recently, many new strategies have been developed for macromolecular sequence control. Most sequence-controlled polymers to date consist of repeating or periodic sequences, but
some notable developments may enable greater freedom over
sequence design in synthetic systems.
Sequence-controlled polymerizations
Conventional chain-growth polymerization methods typically
oﬀer a low level of sequence control and a high amount of
chain-to-chain heterogeneity. Radical and anionic polymerizations are sensitive to diﬀerences in the reactivity ratios (eqn (1))
of the monomers,31,32 which describe the tendency for a
monomer to homopropagate compared to cross-propagate:
rA ¼

kAA
kBB
; rB ¼
kAB
kBA

(1)

If rA ¼ rB ¼ 1, then all of the rate constants are equal, leading
to truly random incorporation of A and B monomers. However,
this situation rarely occurs, and it is more oen the case that
diﬀerences in the reactivity ratios lead to uncontrolled gradient
or blocky sequences. Recently, however, polymer chemists are
exploiting these kinetic diﬀerences via monomer design, feed
composition, and reaction times to produce controlled monomer distributions in high molecular weight polymers.33–35 These
kinetically-controlled polymerizations have the potential to
combine sequence control with large batch sizes and a large

Fig. 3 Schematic illustrating a naphthalene scaﬀold used to template an alternating sequence of methacrylate and acrylate monomers. Reproduced from ref.
29, with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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library of non-natural monomers. In one example, single
N-substituted maleimides were incorporated into precise
regions of a polystyrene chain using a sequential addition
strategy.34,35 N-substituted maleimide/styrene pairs have very
low reactivity ratios (i.e., rArB ! 0), meaning they have a strong
tendency to alternate. Thus, at high conversions of styrene
monomer, the addition of a small amount of N-substituted
maleimide will react immediately; then, the styrene chain
growth is refreshed by simply adding more styrene to the feed.
In this method, care must be taken to add the maleimide only
when the styrene monomer is nearly depleted or the region of
incorporation will broaden from chain to chain. However, this
clever manipulation of kinetics leads to an ultra-narrow region
of maleimide incorporation (Fig. 4) using a variety of radical
polymerizations (nitroxide-mediated, atom transfer, and single
electron transfer living radical polymerizations).
Researchers have also designed novel monomers, catalysts,
and initiators to control monomer sequence during chaingrowth polymerizations.36–39 For instance, ring-opening
metathesis polymerization of multisubstituted cyclooctenes
yields regio- and stereo-controlled periodic polymers of high
molecular weight.39 Such control of both sequence and tacticity
has also been demonstrated in the polymerization of chiral
b-lactones using a syndiospecic catalyst.40 By using two
diﬀerent b-lactones (diﬀering in the substituent) of enantiomerically pure opposite chiralities, nearly monodisperse polyesters with an alternating sequence of side chains could be
synthesized at high molecular weights in excellent yield.
Another recent strategy combined a templating initiator and a
catalyst to achieve extreme selectivity in the precise radical
addition of one alkene monomer.41,42 Essentially, the
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Fig. 5 Monoaddition of a single methacrylic acid unit facilitated by selective
recognition using an amino-containing template and a ruthenium catalyst.
Reproduced from ref. 40, with permission from the American Chemical Society.

templating initiator contained a chemical moiety that was
recognizable to the desired monomer; this was demonstrated
with initiators containing an amino group41 or a size-selective
crown ether42 to “recognize” a carboxy-containing methacrylic
acid (Fig. 5) or sodium methacrylate, respectively. Although this
concept was only demonstrated with a single addition, it sets
the stage for the design of molecules and catalysts that can
selectively add specic monomers of widely diﬀerent types,
thereby enhancing both sequence control and chain-to-chain
homogeneity in longer oligomeric and polymeric systems.
Finally, many polymer chemists have developed new stepgrowth polymerizations for sequence control because they oﬀer
homogeneous sequences (chain to chain), although they
exclusively produce repeating or periodic motifs. In step-growth
polymerizations, difunctional monomers that contain complementary reactive termini lead to alternating sequences of 2 or 3
monomers; nylons, which are composed of diacids and
diamines, are a classic example. Recently, repeating sequence
copolymers have been synthesized via the step-growth polymerization of short low molecular weight segments prepared by
other synthesis or polymerization methods.43–46 In one study,
these segments, termed “segmers,” were monodisperse lacticco-glycolic-co-caprolactic acid units of 2 to 8 monomers in
length.45 In a similar approach, short polystyrene segments
containing a substituted maleimide were functionalized into
a-alkyne, u-azido oligomers and polymerized stepwise using
copper-catalyzed click chemistry.43 Periodic sequences of
branched polyolens have also been obtained using acyclic
diene metathesis (ADMET) polymerization.47,48 In this stepgrowth method, the polymerization of a,u-dienes is driven by
the production of ethylene; a number of polyethylenes have
been synthesized with side chains such as alkyl chains,47,48
halogens,49,50 or acid groups51,52 on every nth monomer. While
these solution-phase step-growth polymerizations lead to
sequence-controlled polymers of high molecular weight, they
also tend to lead to high polydispersities. To date, only stepgrowth syntheses on a solid phase oﬀer complete monodispersity in both sequence control and chain length.
Solid-phase synthesis

Fig. 4 (a) Sequential addition strategy to create styrene copolymers with
precisely located maleimide comonomers. (b) Monomer conversion versus time
plot illustrates the high conversion of the maleimide immediately after addition of
the feed. Adapted from ref. 35, with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
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Current solid-phase methods are largely developments of the
Merrield method,53 in which molecules are synthesized stepwise on a solid support (such as polystyrene resin), then cleaved
from the resin and puried using chromatography. Both
natural54,55 (polypeptides, polynucleic acids, polysaccharides)
and non-natural56–58 (polyamidoamines,59 polyacetylenes,60
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polypeptoids61) polymers can be synthesized on solid supports
with exact control over sequence and chain length, although
chain lengths can be limited to less than 50 monomers for many
backbones. Polypeptoids, however, show high coupling eﬃciencies in excess of 99% even up to 50 monomers.62 While
these chain lengths are at the lower limit of what denes a
polymer, these macromolecules still present the opportunity to
rigorously probe sequence-related questions in materials
science and polymer physics.

Sequence eﬀects on polymer properties
The recent gains in the sequence control of synthetic polymers
raises an important question – how good is good enough? The
answer to that question largely depends on why sequence
control is desired. For many polymer properties, complex
monodisperse sequences are not necessary, although improvements – and fundamental insight – can be obtained from an
intermediate level of sequence control. Perhaps the area of
research that has demonstrated this idea the best is polymeric
thermomechanical properties, such as crystallization. Due to
their synthetic ease, many crystallization studies of sequencecontrolled polymers have focused on simple periodic
sequences. With this periodicity comes chain-to-chain
sequence homogeneity, which has a signicant eﬀect on thermomechanical properties. In contrast, random copolymer
behavior tends to be inuenced by mismatches between
stretches of homopolymer blocks within the chains. Research
on more complex sequence–property relationships is just
emerging.
Periodicity of monomer sequence plays a strong role in the
crystallization properties of copolymers, especially in systems
where a small amount of comonomer can act as a crystalline
defect. Because polymer chains crystallize into chain-folded
lamellae, precise placement of these defects leads to segments
of crystallizable units in the polymer chain that are uniform in

Fig. 6 Simpliﬁed schematic illustrating diﬀerences in crystallization between periodic
copolymers and random copolymers. Periodic copolymers (left) have uniform
segments of crystallizable units in the polymer chain, leading to a controlled lamella
thickness. Random copolymers (right) have a heterogeneous distribution of crystallizable unit lengths, leading to a range of lamellar thicknesses. Note the crystalline
defect (circle) may or may not be included in either situation.
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length (Fig. 6). As a result, recent work has demonstrated that
polyolen copolymers with precisely placed branches show
signicantly more uniform crystal sizes and more narrow
transitions than their random analogues.47–49,63,64 In one study,
precisely-sequenced polyethylenes with periodic methyl
branches were found to exhibit sharper melting and crystallization peaks than their random analogs (Fig. 7), suggesting the
irregular branch spacing leads to a variable crystal thickness
and therefore a broad thermal response.48 Similarly, precise
ethylene/1-hexene copolymers showed narrow lamella thicknesses that corresponded to the distance between branches,
while random ethylene/1-hexene copolymers exhibited much
larger lamella with a broader thickness distribution.64 This
result suggested that the precise copolymers excluded the hexyl
branch completely from the crystal lattice, while the crystalline
lamellae of the random copolymers was dominated by the
longest, least-branched stretches of ethylene sequences (and
may include the branches as defects, as shown in Fig. 6). Finally,
precise ethylene/acid ionomers have shown a remarkable
increase in the order of ionic aggregates compared to random
ionomers; the precise ionomers exhibited the rst case of ionic
aggregates packing on a face-centered cubic lattice, as probed
by X-ray scattering.65,66
Control over crystalline lamella thickness has also been
demonstrated with periodic sequences of bioinspired materials.
Since the 1960s, it has been well known that long chains of
polypeptides can crystallize into chain-folded lamellae, similar
to many synthetic polymers such as the polyolens described
above. More recently, crystalline lamellar mats have been
designed using monodisperse periodic polypeptides of alanine
(A), glycine (G), and glutamic acid (E) in the sequence
[(AG)x(EG)n], where x varies from 3 to 6.67,68 The alanylglycyl
units crystallize into antiparallel b-sheets, and the E residues
induce chain folding; thus, the thickness of the lamellar crystal
increases for longer AG sequences.
For amorphous polymers, sequence eﬀects manifest in glass
transition (Tg) diﬀerences. Although the thermodynamic
aspects of the Tg are unclear, the Tg of a statistical or random
copolymer can be predicted using the Fox equation, which

Fig. 7 Despite similar branch contents, a precise ethylene copolymer (top)
shows a sharper melting transition than a random ethylene copolymer (bottom).
Reproduced from ref. 47, with permission from Elsevier.
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describes the increase in free volume (decrease in Tg) when a
comonomer is present in a polymer system:
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1
w1
w2
¼
þ
Tg Tg;1 Tg;2

(2)

where w1 and w2 are the weight fractions of components 1 and
2, respectively. Repeating sequence copolymers of glycolic (G)
and caprolactic (C) acid or of caprolactic (C) and lactic (L) acid
had a Tg that could be more accurately predicted by the Fox
equation compared to random copolymers of the same
composition.45 It was proposed that the deviation of the random
copolymers was due to stretches of homopolymer blocks within
the chains. When two copolymers of the same composition but
diﬀerent sequence were compared (e.g., GGCC vs. GC), the Tg
was approximately the same, illustrating that composition may
dominate over sequence eﬀects in this binary system. However,
ternary copolymers exhibited a signicant diﬀerence in Tg; the
Tg of poly(GLC) was 8 $ C higher than that of poly(LGC). Both of
these Tgs deviated from that predicted by the Fox equation, yet
the reason for this deviation remains unclear.45 With these
precision systems, it is likely that further studies will shed
insight to how and when sequence distribution aﬀects Tg in
relation to other variables such as composition. Much recent
work with gradient copolymers, for example, has already shown
that the breadth of the Tg can be manipulated using the
strength of segregation of the two comonomers, as well as the
gradient strength.69–71
The importance of sequence control to other types of properties, such as mechanical, optical, and solution,72 will become
evident as sequence-specic polymers are needed for those
applications. For example, one study showed an elegant
manipulation of the rate of degradation with precise poly(lacticco-glycolic acid) (PLGA); the precise copolymer degraded more
slowly and in a more uniform fashion than random copolymers
with the same L : G composition.73,74 It is proposed that for the
random copolymer, the hydrolysis of the more sterically accessible glycolic units occurs rst and then slows as the sterically
inaccessible units are le, whereas the periodic copolymer
degrades evenly (Fig. 8). This property enables the design of
controlled release proles of small molecules, as demonstrated

with Rhodamine-B. As the ability to synthesize more complex
sequence-dened polymers increases, so will the ability to tune
polymer properties with sequence.

Sequence eﬀects on copolymer
conformation and self-assembly
While repeating or periodic copolymers allow for extra control
with polymer properties, directing structure with sequence
requires more information at the monomer level. In biological
polymers, this process is hierarchical, leading to structure
formation on a single chain and multi-chain scale in dilute
solution. While it is obvious that the “folding landscape” for
synthetic polymers will look very diﬀerent from that of biological polymers, one current research challenge is to determine
what analogies can be drawn between the two types of sequence
spaces and to what degree simple synthetic chains can be used
as models for exquisitely complex biopolymers. Such an
understanding will ultimately lead to enhanced design of
structured materials, as well as contribute insight to the forces
controlling the folding – or misfolding – of medically relevant
proteins. Here, we focus on one common sequence factor that
has emerged as a guiding force for the self-assembly of both
biological and synthetic polymers: the degree of blockiness.
This factor is essential to self-assembly across all length scales.
Sequence eﬀects on single polymer chain folding
The single chain folding of biological polymers is not fully
understood, but it is well accepted that a large driving force for
folding is hydrophobic collapse. This idea essentially reduces the
20 amino acids to a two-letter “alphabet”: hydrophobic (H) or
hydrophilic and polar (P). Non-local interactions of the H
monomers lead to the formation of a well-dened hydrophobic
core; other factors, such as secondary structure formation, side
chain packing, and hydrogen bonding, then rene protein
structure into a unique, native state.75 In reality, this process may
involve the formation of intermediates during the folding
process, or it could happen in one cooperative transition (Fig. 9).
Regardless of the folding pathway, simulations have shown that a
dominant factor is a blocky sequence of H and P monomers.75

Fig. 8 (a) It is proposed that precise or “sequenced” poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) copolymers hydrolyze at a steady rate, while random copolymers experience a
fast rate of hydrolysis initially. (b) Random copolymers (“R-ROP” and “R-SAP”) show faster molecular weight loss with hydrolytic degradation time than precise
copolymers (“Poly”) of the same composition. Adapted from ref. 72, with permission from the American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 9 Schematic illustrating the diﬀerence between a protein folding pathway
and the hydrophobic collapse of a molten globule.

Review
distributed sequence (Fig. 10b).78 Furthermore, there has been
much interest in how these blocky polymers adsorb and
assemble on surfaces79,80 or in the bulk.66,81 Notably, blocky
copolymers of styrene and 4-bromostyrene showed a stronger
adsorption onto surfaces than random copolymers. It is likely
that these diﬀerences will be claried with more precise
sequence control, as discussed below for polypeptoids.
Some notable studies have begun to dictate self-assembly with
more specic interactions. The use of monomers with highly
directional interactions, such as hydrogen bonding moieties, can
dictate “folding” with simple repeating sequences82 or precise
pairwise locations in the polymer chain.83 Intramolecular ligations via the use of click chemistry have also driven the collapse
of polymer chains with precisely located reactive groups into
various kinds of looped structures in solution (Fig. 11).84–86 As
sequence control of synthetic polymers continues to improve, the
blocky sequences directing hydrophobic collapse may include
these specic interactions to rene the folded structure of the
synthetic polymer into a more unique state.
Sequence eﬀects on intermolecular self-assembly

The reduction of nature's building blocks to a two-letter
alphabet implies that synthetic polymers may also be capable of
“folding,” provided that they are programmed with the right –
and precise enough – sequence.76,77 Without a high level of
sequence control, polymers can simply collapse into a nonunique, molten globule state (Fig. 9). Recently, however, blocky
sequences have been created by chemically modifying collapsed
polymer chains in poor solvents (i.e., decorating the outside of a
globule), though these methods are not exactly precise. For
example, in poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-vinyl pyridine)
(NIPAM-co-VP) copolymers, chains were modied with VP
monomers both above and below the LCST of the NIPAM
homopolymer, leading to blocky and more random sequence
distributions, respectively (Fig. 10a). Despite the presence of
heterogeneous sequences, there is a signicant diﬀerence in the
coil-to-globule transitions of the two copolymers; the blocky
copolymer shows a lower coil-to-globule transition, indicating
that it “folds” more readily than the copolymer with a more

Fig. 10 (a) Schematic illustrating the folding and unfolding of the two copolymers prepared above and below the LCST of NIPAM homopolymer. (b) Temperature dependence of the ratio of average radius of gyration to the average
hydrodynamic radius (Rg/Rh) of copolymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-vinyl
pyridine) (NIPAM-co-VP) prepared at temperatures above the LCST (NIPAM-coVP/60/5) and below the LCST (NIPAM-co-VP/30/5) of NIPAM homopolymer.
Adapted from ref. 77, with permission from the American Chemical Society.
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Taking blockiness to an extreme results in block architectures,
and these sequences are well known to direct intermolecular
associations into lattices with long range order. Depending on
the block composition and the strength of segregation (cN)
between the two blocks, supramolecular self-assembly into
equilibrium nanostructures can occur with long range order
(over micrometers to millimeters). However, many proteins
consist of multiple domains – or “blocks” – that act in concert to
achieve a sophisticated nanostructure. Recent trends in
synthetic block polymers also show a progression towards more
complex block sequences (i.e., beyond diblocks), and as a result,
more complex structures that have the potential to enhance
physical interactions (e.g., charge transport or molecular
binding) at their nanometer length scale.8 The current challenge for these synthetic polymers, as in biological polymers, is

Fig. 11 Covalent bridges direct the folding of single polystyrene chains.
Reproduced from ref. 85, with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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to identify the appropriate sequence that will yield the desired
structure and to understand how the structure design aﬀects
polymer properties.
Because self-assembly is dictated by the number of A–B
contacts, the order, number, and length of blocks in a polymer
aﬀect the supramolecular morphology, even in a simple binary
system.8 For instance, in a series of linear styrene–isoprene
block polymers of constant total molecular weight and
composition (50 : 50 styrene : isoprene), increasing the number
of AB blocks (decreasing block length) was found to drastically
decrease the domain spacing of the lamellar morphology from
50 nm for a diblock to 19 nm for a hexablock.87 In addition,
increasing the number of blocks results in a higher fraction of
bridging in the polymer, and this bridging enables the multiblocks to sustain an applied load to much higher strain than the
diblock. In a similar series of styrene–methyl methacrylate
multiblocks, it was shown that a greater number of blocks leads
to better compatibilization of a styrene–methyl methacrylate
interface.88 Adding another component to yield an ABC (ternary)
system yields dozens more distinct morphologies, all of which
can be manipulated to impact properties as well.
Although a “block” is traditionally dened as a stretch of
identical monomer units, recent studies have shown a large
amount of creativity in redening blocks with compositional
heterogeneity89–91 or even structural heterogeneity.92 Bioconjugates,93–98 especially, have utilized a structure-directing
biological “block,” such as peptidic a-helices,99–102 bsheets,103–108 or even folded proteins,109,110 to create new hierarchically ordered materials in the bulk. In fact, peptidic a-helices
conjugated to a polymer coil provided the rst model system for
rod-coil diblock architectures,99 and they illustrated signicant
deviations from the theoretically predicted block copolymer
phase diagram, thus providing one of the rst indications that
secondary structure aﬀects self-assembly. More recent studies
of block polypeptides have utilized these secondary structures
to balance intra- and intermolecular forces to enhance material
properties. For example, a pentablock of hydrophilic poly-Llysine (K) and hydrophobic a-helical poly-L-leucine (L),
KmLnKoLnKm (with a variable “o”), formed hydrogels in water
due to brillar assemblies generated from the hydrophobic
associations of the helices.111 Because the helices in these
pentablocks could associate both within one chain and between
multiple chains, they formed both nanoscale and microscale
structures, which led to increased storage moduli compared to
triblocks and diblocks with only one helical region per chain.
Although these block polypeptides were not sequence specic,
they showed a hierarchical structure as result of a multiblock
architecture and secondary structure interactions.
Similar to bioconjugates, sequence-specic non-natural
polymers have also been used to direct hierarchical order in
block systems, with the added benet that these systems are not
subject to biological stability conditions. For example, oligoaramide–poly(ethylene glycol) block copolymers form birefringent liquid crystalline phases at elevated temperatures due to
the hydrogen-bonded b-sheet-like structures of the oligoaramides.112 Similarly, hydrogen bonding interactions in N-alkyl
ureas direct urea–PEG conjugates into supramolecular bers.113
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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In completely sequence-dened systems, amphiphilic interactions have shown hierarchical assembly into nanovesicles,
which then associate into larger nanorod structures in solution.114 It is anticipated that such completely sequence-dened
systems will enable the development of design rules regarding
the relationship between monomer sequence, properties, and
structure.

Polypeptoids
Of all the sequence-dened peptidomimetics, polypeptoids (or
N-substituted glycines) are particularly interesting for materials
science studies due to their ease of synthesis, chemical diversity, ability to form secondary structures, and biological relevance. Originally developed as part of a drug discovery program
in the late 1980s,115,116 polypeptoids are structurally similar to
a-peptides, yet their N-substitution confers a conformational
exibility that enhances their thermal and solution-phase
processability, as will be discussed below. This property enables
the design of polymers that merge the sequence specicity of
biological systems with the stability and chemical diversity of
synthetic systems.
Polypeptoids oﬀer ease of synthesis compared to other
peptidomimetics, and they can be synthesized using either
solid-phase (stepwise) methods (Fig. 12) or chain growth
methods.117 The solid phase synthesis of polypeptoids is a
submonomer method involving the use of an activated
carboxylic acid and a primary amine. Typically, the rst step
involves acylation of an amine (commonly that of a derivatized
Rink amide resin) using N,N-diisopropylcarbodiimide and
bromoacetic acid, and the second step involves displacement of
the bromide by the primary amine. These steps are iterated,
usually by an automated synthesizer, to form a linear chain of
dened sequence and length. The peptoid chain is cleaved from
the resin using an acid such as triuoroacetic acid (TFA). Variations on the synthesis method have recently been summarized
in an excellent review.61
There are several strengths of the submonomer method. In
particular, the use of primary amines to introduce the side
chain moiety renders the synthesis of polypeptoids to be relatively inexpensive compared to that of a-peptides. In addition,
hundreds of these primary amines are commercially available,
enabling a large chemical diversity with which to explore selfassembly phase space. Most importantly, the eﬃciency associated with each step of the synthesis is typically in excess of 99%,
meaning that chains up to 50 monomers in length can be
readily constructed. While these chain lengths are signicantly
shorter than those achieved by conventional polymerizations,
they are long with respect to most sequence-dened oligomers
and suﬃcient for chain folding and hierarchical ordering.
Chain growth polymerizations of polypeptoids have seen
much development in recent years, allowing the synthesis of
peptoids of higher molecular weight. These methods have
largely relied on the nucleophilic ring-opening of N-substituted
N-carboxyanhydrides, though signicant progress in polydispersity control has been made with N-heterocyclic carbenemediated polymerizations. A detailed description of these
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Fig. 12
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Stepwise synthesis of polypeptoids enables complete monodispersity and sequence control.

eﬀorts can be found in several recent reviews.117,118 For the focus
outlined in this review, however, it is important to note that
these polymerizations oﬀer a useful comparison to precise
peptoids in sequence–property studies.

Sequence eﬀects on polypeptoid material
properties
The sequence specicity of polypeptoids allows for an extra
degree of tunability in the crystallization and thermal behavior
not available in repeating or periodic polymer systems. Bulk
samples of peptoid homopolymers are stable up to temperatures
of 200–250 $ C, and several peptoid homopolymers demonstrate
crystallinity with reversible melting transitions as high as
225 $ C.119–121 In general, increasing the length of an aliphatic side
chain tends to lower the melting temperature in short polypeptoids. Polypeptoids of higher molecular weight, in contrast,
show two melting peaks, which have been attributed to side
chain and main chain packing. In sequence-dened systems,
comonomers inserted at precise locations along the peptoid
backbone can enable systematic control of the melting temperature; for example, as more comonomers are added into a poly(Nisoamylglycine)15 chain, the melting point decreases (Fig. 13).
However, these studies were conducted on 15-mer peptoids,
which are short enough to crystallize as extended chains. It
remains to be seen at what point peptoids crystallize into chainfolded lamellae, and how various sequence distributions aﬀect
that crystallization as compared to random systems.
Amorphous polypeptoids have also been shown to have
interesting solid state properties. The glass transition is tunable
by side chain type and length, and it ranges from %26 $ C to

Fig. 13 Addition of sequence-speciﬁc comonomers to a monodisperse 15-mer
peptoid chain depresses the melting temperature. Adapted from ref. 118, with
permission from the American Chemical Society.
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40 $ C for peptoid homopolymers 20 monomers in length with
ethylene oxide side chains ranging from 3 to 1 monomer in
length, respectively.122 When mixed with lithium salts, these
polypeptoids demonstrated ionic conductivities approximately
2 orders of magnitude greater than comparable polypeptides.122
Because the polypeptoids lack backbone hydrogen bonding and
chirality, their chain mobilities are enhanced compared to
peptides, which is important for applications such as conductivity that rely on segmental motion.

Peptoid structure formation
Polypeptoids are an ideal system to probe self-assembly, as
sequence specicity enables the encoding of structural information into the polymer chain. Here, we summarize the
development of peptoid secondary structure and recent developments in peptoid self-assembly.
Peptoid secondary structures
The general strategy for peptoid secondary structure formation
has been the control of the cis/trans isomerism of the backbone
tertiary amide. Local interactions such as steric repulsion,
hydrophobic interactions, and n / p* interactions have all
been exploited to yield a variety of folded peptoid structures.
Much of this part of the eld has been driven by the crystallization and structure analysis of short peptoid oligomers in the
solid state; however, the design rules elucidated by these
compounds have already begun to inform structure formation
in longer peptoid polymers.123 The next step to understanding
these molecules as materials is to examine the impact of these
secondary structures on material properties.
The peptoid helix is the most well characterized peptoid
secondary structure. The rst peptoid helices were designed to
contain bulky, a-chiral side chains, such as N-(S)-(1-phenylethyl)glycine and N-(S)-(1-carboxyethyl)glycine, that sterically twist
the peptoid backbone into a helical conformation (Fig. 14).124
Crystal structures of a pentamer containing N-(1-cyclohexylethyl)glycine residues showed the helix contained
approximately 3 residues per turn (a pitch of !6.7 Å) and an all
cis amide bond conguration;125 this structure strongly resembles the peptide polyproline-type-I helix. Furthermore, a set of
rules was elucidated for peptoid helix formation:126,127 the
incorporation of at least 50% a-chiral residues (in particular at
the i and i +3 positions), an a-chiral residue at the C-terminus,
and chain lengths greater than 10 monomers. However, despite
the well-ordered crystal, 2D NMR studies in solution indicated a
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Fig. 15 Triazole formation between residues at the i and i + 3 positions stabilizes
the peptoid helix. Reproduced from ref. 133, with permission from the American
Chemical Society.

Fig. 14 Predicted helical structure of (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine8 parallel (a)
and perpendicular (b) to the long axis. Reproduced from ref. 123, with permission
from Elsevier.

large amount of conformational heterogeneity, which in turn
aﬀects peptoid properties.
The eﬀect of peptoid helical structure on polymer rigidity was
quantied by measuring the persistence length in acetonitrile
solution.128 Small angle neutron scattering studies indicated
persistence lengths of approximately 5 Å and 10 Å for non-helical
and helical peptoids, respectively. These persistence lengths are
similar to exible polyolens such as polystyrene (10 Å), and they
show only a modest increase in rigidity from diﬀerences in chain
shape. Recent work in peptoid secondary structure has led to the
design of peptoid sequences with stabilized interactions along
the backbone. As more conformationally homogeneous peptoid
structures are designed, a corresponding increase in the polymer
rigidity may also be observed.
One approach to stabilizing the amide bond in the cisconguration has been to incorporate side chains that enhance
the n / p* interaction between the lone pair on the carbonyl
oxygen of the backbone and the p* orbital of an adjacent
aromatic side chain. Systematic studies of small peptoid model
compounds revealed that phenyl side chains with electronwithdrawing or positively charged groups, such as pyridinium
groups, strengthened the n / p* interaction and favored cis
amide bond formation.129,130 In longer peptoid chains, this
interaction was enhanced in concert with increased steric bulk
using a naphthyl side chain, leading to extremely stable peptoid
helices with almost no trans amide bond conguration in solution.130,131 Recent studies have expanded upon this theme. The
triazolium side chain led exclusively to the cis amide bond
conguration, in part enhanced by hydrogen bonding between
the backbone carbonyl oxygen and the triazolium proton.132 This
nding suggests that longer peptoid helices could be functionalized with a variety of side chains via azide–alkyne click chemistry without disrupting the structural integrity of the helix.
More recently, another approach to enhancing peptoid helix
formation has been the incorporation of functional groups at
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sequence positions i and i + 3 that introduce specic stabilizing
bonds along the helix face (Fig. 15). Covalent bonds such as
triazoles133 or lactam bridges134 have successfully been incorporated into the helix. In another approach, functionalized
N-(S)-(1-phenylethyl)glycine residues with groups capable of
hydrogen bonding or forming disulde bonds were shown to
readily incorporate into peptoid heptamers.135 In all of these
studies, enhanced ellipticity is shown via circular dichroism
studies. However, the conformational heterogeneity has not
been explored with 2D NMR either in solution or solid state, and
it remains to be seen whether these covalent or hydrogen bonds
rigidify the peptoid backbone.
Whereas the general strategy to induce peptoid helix
formation has been the stabilization of the cis-amide conguration, other structures can be obtained with a trans-amide
conguration or the design of specic cis and trans bonds. For
example, N-aryl glycines strongly prefer the trans-amide bond
conguration and can form helices reminiscent of polyproline
type-II structures.136 In achiral peptoids, the strategic placement
of a trans-inducer such as the N-aryl glycine137 or a cis-inducer
such as the triazole138 has led to the formation of turn structures. Turn structures have also been observed in achiral peptoid macrocycles via the cis-amide bond conguration.139
Hydrogen bonding interactions have also been used to
stabilize other secondary structures in polypeptoids. For
example, peptoid trimers containing N-hydroxy amides capable
of hydrogen bonding with the backbone carbonyls were shown
to crystallize into sheet-like structures reminiscent of bsheets.140 In peptoid nonamers of N-(S)-(1-phenylethyl)glycine,
hydrogen bonds were found to stabilize a threaded loop
conformation in organic solvents; in this case, the backbone
carbonyls could hydrogen bond with the nitrogens at both the
N-terminus and the C-terminus.141
Peptoid self-assembly in solution
Polypeptoids have demonstrated a number of examples of
sequence-controlled hierarchical structures in solution. In
particular, this self-assembly has largely relied on hydrophobic
interactions. Although sequence control is not a synthetic issue,
one still needs to select the appropriate sequence to dictate
chain folding. One of the strengths of the peptoid system is that
it is amenable to a number of approaches to answer this
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question: combinatorial library screening, theoretical prediction, and biological inspiration.
The rst example of polypeptoid single chain folding relied
on the hydrophobic associations of helices into a helical
bundle. A combinatorial library of peptoid sequences 15
monomers in length was synthesized, and the sequences were
screened for 1,8-ANS binding, which is a dye that exhibits strong
uorescence when bound in a hydrophobic environment.142
From this selection process, it was found that the sequence of
hydrophobic residues was extremely important to 1,8-ANS
binding and that polypeptoid helices presented the best
conformation for binding. Furthermore, these helices were
shown to aggregate in solution due to hydrophobic interactions.
Thus, it was hypothesized that covalently linking the helices
together into longer peptoid chains (via disulde and oxime
linkages) would stabilize the cooperative folding process. FRET
quenching studies during equilibrium denaturant titrations led
to the identication of several polypeptoids that showed cooperative transitions from tertiary interactions.143 While these
structures are not atomically ordered, they are rst steps toward
dictating a non-natural chain into a dened nanostructure
using monomer sequence control.
Theoretical prediction via the HP model144 has also dictated
polypeptoid chain collapse. Polypeptoids have provided clear
experimental validation of the HP model using a theoreticallyprovided blocky sequence of hydrophobic (“H”) N-methylglycine monomers and hydrophilic (“P”) N-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine monomers.145 For this study, two sequence-specic
50-mer polypeptoids were synthesized and conjugated via click
chemistry, achieving a 100-mer with an unambiguous blocky
sequence. As a control, a polypeptoid with the same amount of
H and P monomers was used, but the sequence was simply
repeating instead of blocky. Using acetonitrile denaturation
titrations and SAXS analysis, it was shown that the blocky HP
sequence formed a tighter globule in aqueous solution that was
more resistant to denaturation than the control sequence; the
blocky sequence “unfolded” at approximately 10 M acetonitrile,
whereas the control sequence unfolded at approximately 7 M
acetonitrile. Thus, this system enabled the validation of a
previously untested polymer folding theory.

Fig. 16

Review
Finally, biology has provided inspiration for peptoid hydrophobic sequence patterning. In an alternating sequence reminiscent of peptide b-sheets, peptoid chains were designed to
have alternating hydrophobic N-(2-phenylethyl)glycines and
oppositely charged ionic groups on complementary strands,
leading to the observation of well-dened, two-dimensional
nanosheet structures (Fig. 16).146 X-ray diﬀraction studies
showed that this nanosheet is actually a bilayer that is 2.7 nm
thick with an aromatic-rich core. More recent studies led to an
optimized sequence design in which both the anionic and
cationic residues are incorporated into a single strand using a
block architecture, where each block is still an alternating
sequence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues.147 The chain
retains the ability to form a hydrophobic core and to selfassemble with other chains into nanosheets.
Other block sequence motifs have also yielded hierarchically
ordered peptoid nanostructures. A partially charged amphiphilic peptoid 30-mer, (N-(2-phenylethyl)glycine)15-b-(N-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine15), self-assembles into giant, homochiral
superhelices in solution.148 This diblock copolymer rst forms
lamellar stacks in solution that then twist into a supramolecular, homochiral helix (the origin of the chirality is currently
unknown). In non-sequence-specic, cyclic systems, amphiphilic diblocks form cylindrical micelles in methanol solution.120 These block architectures have also been applied to
peptoid self-assembly in the solid state, where they provide the
maximum driving force for microphase separation while
retaining sequence denition.
Sequence-specic peptoid self-assembly in the solid state
Due to their primary structure and ability to form secondary
structures, polypeptoids oﬀer a unique platform to design
several creative diblock systems. One of the rst bulk selfassembly studies of peptoid block copolymers focused on peptoid–polystyrene conjugates in which the peptoid block
consisted of a compositionally heterogeneous seuqence.149 The
polypeptoid block was either a sequence-dened homopolymer
of N-(2-methoxyethyl)glycine or a sequence-dened copolymer
of N-(2-methoxyethyl)glycine and N-(2-phenylethyl)glycine
(Fig. 17). Due to the lack of backbone hydrogen bonding, it is

Strands of opposing charge (a and b) self-assemble into nanosheet structures (c and d). Adapted from ref. 146, with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
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Fig. 17 Lamellar structure of a peptoid–polystyrene hybrid block copolymer in
the solid state. Adapted from ref. 149, with permission from the American
Chemical Society.

relatively easy to thermally anneal polypeptoids and therefore
access equilibrium structures. These block copolymers were
shown to self-assemble into well-ordered lamellae and hexagonally-packed cylinders,149 as predicted by mean eld theory for
block copolymers of similar volume fraction. Furthermore, the
incorporation of N-(2-phenylethyl)glycine residues into the
peptoid block lowered the ordering transitions compared to the
N-(2-methoxyethylglycine) system due to increased miscibility
with the polystyrene. It remains to be seen whether various
sequence distributions have a further eﬀect on the selfassembly of this block copolymer system.
In another study, sequence denition allowed for tunability
in the surface display of peptoid–polymer hybrids in thin lm
geometries. Amphiphilic peptoid–polystyrene block copolymers
showed preferential segregation of the peptoid to thin lm
surfaces when three uorinated monomers were incorporated
in the peptoid block to lower the surface energy.150 In addition,
the locations of the uorinated groups were systematically
varied due to the sequence specicity of the peptoid. Positioning these uorinated groups in the middle of a chain as
opposed to the chain ends resulted in a change in chain
conformation at the surface as evidenced by near-edge X-ray
absorption ne structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS). These materials will be useful in applications where surface display and
sequence denition are important, and they are currently being
investigated as antifouling coatings.

Future directions and outlook
In summary, much progress has been made in the sequence
control of synthetic polymers and their properties. It is clear
that sequence-dened polymers exhibit distinct thermomechanical and structural properties from analogous random
copolymers. While much insight has been gained from
repeating or blocky systems, our understanding of the role of
sequence on polymer properties will be enhanced with systems
over which we have complete sequence control. For this reason,
polypeptoids are uniquely situated to contribute insight to this
problem due to their excellent sequence control, stable thermal
properties, and demonstrated ability to form self-assembled
structures in both solution and solid-state.
One ongoing approach to examining the impact of monomer
sequence on polypeptide self-assembly relies on investigating
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systematic changes to classical block copolymer architecture. As
shown for many studies reviewed here, block copolypeptoids
oﬀer the opportunity to create an entirely sequence-dened
block copolymer; however, the key is the ability to predict the
resulting structure. Peptoid systems without complete sequence
control, such as the peptoid–polymer hybrids and block copolypeptoids made using N-carboxyanhydride polymerization,
have already shown interesting self-assembly properties that t
within block copolymer theory. However, equilibrium structures from entirely sequence-dened peptoid block copolymers
have been slow to appear. One reason for this is that block
copolymer self-assembly is favorable at both large c (the Flory–
Huggins parameter) and large N. These factors present signicant challenges for sequence specic peptoid diblocks because
diﬀerences in c are entirely regulated by the side chains and the
chain lengths are relatively short compared to other synthetic
polymers. Future work in this area could focus on increasing the
eﬀective c between the two peptoid blocks using selective
solvents151 in controlled solvent vapor environments or selective
small molecules such as salts or ionic liquids. A higher eﬀective
c would enable the self-assembly of relatively short peptoid
chains, leading to well-ordered structures on the 5–10 nm
length scale. In addition, enhanced synthesis techniques will
enable the creation of sequence-dened polypeptoids of higher
molecular weight, enabling access to stronger segregation
regimes.
The allure of a sequence-dened system of course lies in
engineering structures beyond those currently predicted. There
is a complex phase space that is not yet fully explored.
Sequenced-dened polymers, especially polypeptoids, have the
potential to access these structures with exquisite control,
leading to the creation of advanced materials with enhanced
properties.
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